
THE QUIET AMERICAN A POLITICAL WARNING

The Quiet American by Graham Greene is a novel that depicts a love triangle between a British journalist, an American
secret agent and a Vietnamese girl in.

For Fowler, she is a potent combination of feminine comfort and exotic fetish. This is contrasted with Michael
Caine's later incarnation of Fowler, which still carries too much of the hip-guy swagger with which Caine
made his early career in British films such as Alfie and Get Carter  Accomplished thespian Michael Redgrave
brings Fowler completely to life. While rural Vietnam retains some semblance of the country that so many
people fought over, it's also cracking under the weight of global consumer culture. Moreover, the way Fowler
and Pyle perceive and act with Phuong is similar in a sense to the way English policymakers, European
Imperialist and American policymakers view and act towards Vietnam. Greene remained a Catholic for the
rest of his life. Greene believed the Americans were fighting for hollow causes, and he also believed that the
French couldn't win the war, but his narrative drops off at that point. Conversely, Davies expresses his the
American response to the argument that most of the American policymakers held to the argument given by
Greene. Table of Contents Context Graham Greene â€” was a British journalist, screenwriter, and novelist
who wrote his major works in the mid-twentieth century, from approximately to  Ngo Dinh Diem was
assassinated a mere five years later, in a coup carried out with well-documented American connivance. In a
single throwaway line, they make Phuong a fallen woman, which in turn paints a different complexion of her
relationship with Fowler. Do you think I'd do these things [drop napalm] for the planters of Terre Rouge?
Greene is proposing in a sense what would be the dominant political response of England to the foreign policy
of the United States. Fowler says, "I never knew a man who had better motives for all the trouble he caused.
The prescient pessimism that pervades this book is it's most interesting feature. Moll is pretty but rather wan
and when she's standing next to Asian extras, her European features are particularly noticeable -- and for
modern audiences, distracting. However, Murphy was a real life war hero and was well known to his
American audience. However, as his biographers have pointed out, Greene himself was constantly at odds
with his adopted beliefs. The film more or less follows the original story then crudely tacks on a minute final
act in which Fowler learns that Pyle was innocent. There are the Caodaistsâ€”part Catholic, part Buddhist, part
regionalistsâ€”the French colonizers and then the Communists. Nothing like the filthy rain in London.
Because of Cold War tensions between the Soviet Union and the United States, Korea was split into two
distinct political dominions with separate governments. Despite this deficiency, his depiction of American
innocence and the trouble it causes for everyone else still finds its target and resonates not only with the
American intervention in Vietnam but in later conflicts including those we are embroiled in today. At the time,
Fraser was known for indie productions such as 's Gods and Monsters in which he plays the love interest of
Ian McKellen. He very purposefully connects her to the most overused fetish of Eastern exoticism: opium.
The Americans, by contrast, come from a youthful culture and are thus "innocent" in a way that the older
European and Asian cultures are not. His first-person narration constantly dismisses Pyle as more boy than
man. We are left with a story about what it means to be engagedâ€”or to do nothing in the face of evil. Pyle
explains to Fowler that they were "only war casualties", and "it was a pity, but you can't always hit your target.
They believed that they were fighting a good fight, one that stopped the spread of Communism by spreading
Freedom and Democracy where European colonialism was failing. At a moment when reporters and the entire
culture and action of reporting are being criticized from all sides, The Quiet American feels painfully
prescient. This is the struggle of two clashing ideals; the old aristocratic way of England against the new
modern American way. Not only is the political metaphor lost, but in the course of the film, it's hard to see
what Fowler and Pyle are fighting over: an Italian tart in Chinese costume? What is lost in the fatuousness of
the montage is that America chose this war. They say you come to Vietnam and you understand a lot in a few
minutes. He offers no solutions or even ameliorations except for opium and French poetry and this absence
creates a callowness at the heart of the novel. In this perception, the Americans come promising Freedom and
Democracy but wind up bringing only Devastation and Death, yet remain unaware of the ironic outcomes of
their actions since they cannot see past their own good motivations. He diagnoses symptoms, not causes.


